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above is a sample of my data. A: This code: line = line.replace(/"/g, '') Is deleting the part after the " if it contains two \, so

you're only removing the second \. line = line.replace(/"/g, '') should make it work in your case. The present invention relates
generally to gas turbine engines and, more particularly, to a method of reducing fuel system assembly variability in gas turbine
engines having fuel metering systems that apply fuel injector pulses of specific durations. Early engines with gear driven fuel

injector pulsing systems had relatively low fuel metering variability, which was obtained by employing a gear driving
arrangement that enabled longer gear life than would have been obtained by replacing or removing the gear. Such an

arrangement typically employed a relatively slow gear, a static pressure tank with a fixed fuel pump (i.e., not modulated, fixed
speed), and a fixed timing controller for actuating the gear and fuel injectors (i.e., not modulated). The injector pulse durations,

governed by the controller, were continuously modulated during engine operating conditions. As fuel injector pulsing
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equipment evolved, the gears were replaced with lower cost spur gears and magnetic steering servo control mechanisms. The
longer gear life enabled the use of smaller gears with a smaller size, resulting in lower manufacturing and installation costs.

However, lower gear life necessitated the use of a faster fuel pump and an even faster geared control mechanism. Typically, a
two or three-step pressure tank fuel metering system was used to provide more robust injector pulse characteristics. As for the
fixed timing controller, it became necessary to limit the number of operational characteristics so that the timing controller lost

operating characteristics as the system developed. This caused the injector pulse durations to be determined by single or
multiple response characteristics, instead of having a desired and optimized combination of characteristics. With the use of

smaller gears and faster control mechanisms, gear size and durability limitations necessitated the use of fewer operating
characteristics. This caused operational variability to be enhanced, resulting in lower manufacturing and installation costs, but
significant engine performance degradation. Still, prior art fuel metering systems were designed without consideration of the

engine performance impacts. Simply reducing the injector pulse durations did not result in any improvements in engine
performance. 3da54e8ca3
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